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Abstract
This paper discusses a printed edition of a hitherto unknown Tangut linguistic text called Homonyms, which was sold
at auction in Beijing in 2014. The book is complete in 14 folios, and comprises two prefaces on three folios; an initial
section on two folios showing the cursive forms of sample Tangut characters, ordered by components; and a main
section on nine folios which lists 577 groups of homophone characters, listed under head characters that derive from
the Tangut books Synonyms and Mixed Characters. The homophone groups do not closely correspond to homophones
in other Tangut linguistic texts such as Homophones and Sea of Writing, and so this text may represent the phonetic
system for a different dialect or historical stage of the Tangut language.
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Background
This paper introduces a woodblock-printed edition of a
previously unknown Tangut linguistic text entitled 𘄴𘏲𗏹
𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅 ¹tshi₄ ¹tser’₄ ²u₃ ¹de’₁ ²me’₄ ²lew₁ ²di₄ ¹dza₁
‘Essential Selection of Often-Transmitted Homonyms and
Mixed Characters’, which I will refer to as Homonyms for
short.1 The provenance of this book is unknown, and it first
appeared at an auction of ancient documents by Beijing
Debao International Auction Company at Beijing Capital
Library on 23 November 2014.2 The book is now in private
ownership.
I previously made a preliminary analysis of the contents
of this book based on low-resolution images of the front
cover and two and a half folios of the text (see West,
2015). The current paper is an extension of my preliminary
analysis that is based on an examination of high-resolution
photographs of the entire book that were made after
conservation following the auction of the book.

Description
The book comprises a single fascicle of 14 folios in butterfly binding, with a yellow silk wrapper. A printed-paper
title slip is present on the left side of the front cover,
although unfortunately it is damaged and only the first four
characters are complete. Part of the fifth character survives,
but it is not easy to identify, and there is space on the title
slip for two more characters which are now lost. The first

four characters of the title slip are 𗑗𗫨𘝦𘃽 ¹se₁ ²dwewr₁ jy
²o₁ which means ‘entering the art of pure enlightenment’.
The term ‘pure enlightenment’ (corresponding to Chinese
jìngjué 净觉) is a Buddhist term, and it would seem to be
the title for an unknown Buddhist text. As the term ‘pure
enlightenment’ is not part of this book’s end-title, and is not
mentioned in the prefaces, I do not think this title slip refers
to the linguistic text inside the cover. Probably this was
originally the wrapper for a Buddhist work, and was later
borrowed to cover the Homonyms.
The book is in relatively good condition, although all
folios have an area of damage on the upper part of the
central fold, which spreads out as a narrow tear halfway
across the page on both sides. This has caused some localized damage to the text, but most of the characters on all
folios are undamaged and legible.
The 14 folios are numbered ‘1’ through ‘14’ in Chinese
characters on the lower part of the central fold (except
for folios 1 and 10 where the numbers are missing due
to damage). The upper part of the central fold, where the
short title of the book would be expected, is damaged
on all folios, but partial remains of one or more Tangut
characters can be seen on folios 3 through 7 and folio 9.
Unfortunately, the characters are too incomplete to identify.
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The last line on folio 14 gives the end-title of the book as
𘄴𘏲𗏹𘈧𗦻𘙰𗏇𘉅𘁨𗈪𗴮 ¹tshi₄ ¹tser’₄ ²u₃ ¹de’₁ ²me’₄
²lew₁ ²di₄ ¹dza₁ ¹bu₁ a ¹deq₄ ‘Essential Selection of OftenTransmitted Homonyms and Mixed Characters [with] Preface in One Category’. The Tangut character 𘃪 ‘end’ would
be expected after a space following the title, but is missing
due to damage to this part of the page.
The book consists of the following contents:
• folios 1–2: first preface;
• folio 3: second preface;
• folios 4–5: initial section, comprising 30 letter signs
followed by a list of Tangut characters in regular and
cursive script, ordered by component; and
• folios 6–14: main section, comprising a mixture of
large and small Tangut characters, where groups of
small characters form homophone groups.

Prefaces
The first preface is on folios 1–2, and has nine columns of
20 characters per half-folio, except for the end of folio 2B
where three columns of 23 characters are squeezed into the
space of two columns. The total length of the preface is 728
characters. The preface does not have a title at the front or
a date or author credit at the end, but it does provide some
important information about the origins of the book, and
several times mentions a book called Sea of Characters
(𗏇𗗚 ²di₄ ²ngon₂ = Chinese Zìhǎi 字海). The title of this
book is very similar to that of the extant Sea of Writing
(𘝞𗗚 ²wyr₄ ²ngon₂ = Chinese Wénhǎi 文海), but probably
refers to a different Tangut dictionary that has not survived.
In one place the preface states
𗏇𗗚𗒹𘊲𘂤𗍫𘊲𗸕𗰣𗋚𘏲𗂙𗖵𗏹𘈧𗏇𘉅𗦻𘙰𘁨𘘥𗈪𗺉。
About two-and-half sevenths of [the characters in] Sea of
Characters have been selected separately in Often-transmitted
Mixed Characters and Homonyms with Preface in one
volume.

This indicates that the Sea of Characters was the source
text from which the oddly specific fraction of two-and-half
sevenths of its characters were selected for inclusion in the
Homonyms, presumably as the homophone characters in
the main section (that would amount to 2142 characters if
Sea of Characters had 6000 characters). The title of the
book given here as ‘Often-transmitted Mixed Characters
and Homonyms with Preface’ is a close variation on the
end-title given on folio 14B.
The second preface is on folio 3, and has nine columns
of 19 characters per half-folio, making it 342 characters in
length. This preface also lacks a title and final authorship
credit. It mentions a text called 𗧘𘙰𘁨 Synonyms with
Preface a couple of times (it is also mentioned twice in the
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first preface). The preface starts with the following words,
which, although somewhat opaque in meaning, indicate the
important role of Synonyms with Preface:
𘍞𗏇𗴺𘘣𗫂，𗏇𘓳𗗙𘙎𗨛𗰱𗄈𘏚𗨻。𘅤𗫦𗧙𗌭𗏇𗴺𘘥𘝞
𗏇𗒷𘞼𗫂𗧘𘙰𘁨𗗙𗧘𗆔𗰖𗨨𗭪𗏇𗴺𘟂。
As to what are called letters, they are what whole characters
are born from and can be constructed from. In order to easily
write and study, letters called ‘mothers of written characters’
are collected from the stem meanings in Synonyms with
Preface for use as letters.

Later in the preface there are some interesting statistics
concerning how many characters in Homonyms (‘[this]
little volume’) derive from Synonyms with Preface:
𗧘𘙰𘁨𗏇𗏁𗡞□𘊝𘟂。𘓋𗺉𗍫𗡞𘉋𘊝𗰣𘟂。𗏇𗿒𗢭𘊝
𗰣𘟂。
There are about five thousand [?] hundred characters in
Synonyms with Preface. In [this] little volume there are about
two thousand eight hundred [characters]. There are about nine
hundred large characters.

The main section of Homonyms comprises 913 large characters and about 1856 small characters – 2769 characters
in total. This is an excellent match for the figures of about
900 large characters and about 2800 characters in total
given in the preface, and is strong evidence that Synonyms
with Preface was the source for Tangut characters in the
main section of the Homonyms book. However, this contradicts the first preface, which indicates that the characters
in the Homonyms were taken from a book called Sea of
Characters.
As will be demonstrated below, the Synonyms with Preface mentioned in the preface is the same work as the extant
manuscript text entitled Synonyms (𗧘𘙰 ²vo₁ ²lew₁ = Chinese Tóngyì 同义), with a colophon dated 1188.3 This gives
a terminus post quem for the composition of Homonyms.

Initial section
The initial section on folios 4 and 5 comprises two parts, a
list of 30 letter signs and a list of sample Tangut characters
ordered by component.

Thirty letters
The first three columns of folio 4 are a list of 30 signs preceded by a heading cut in intaglio that reads 𗫂𘈘𘕕𗰗𗏇𗴺
¹ta₄ ¹shwy₃ ¹soq₁ ²ghaq₁ ²di₄ ¹ma₄ (see Figure 1). The last
four characters of the heading are unproblematic, and
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Figure 1. Folio 4 showing the first folio of the initial section.

mean ‘thirty letters’. However, the first two characters are
difficult to interpret. The first character 𗫂 ¹ta₄ is a topicmarking particle (similar to Classical Chinese zhě 者), and
grammatically cannot occur in an initial position. The
following character 𘈘 ¹shwy₃ means ‘time’ (a borrowing
from Chinese shí 时), but in extant Tangut texts the character almost always occurs reduplicated as 𘈘𘈘 meaning
‘often’. Together, these two characters make no sense
preceding the phrase ‘thirty letters’.
In my initial analysis of low-resolution images of this
book, I read the second character as 𘈖 ²vi₁, ‘to cut’, which
has an extended meaning of ‘rime’, and so I took these two
characters to mean the ‘ta rime’; that is, a Tangut rime
group named after the character ta 𗫂 (West, 2015).
However, from the high-resolution image of folio 4, it is
clear that the character in question is 𘈘 rather than 𘈖.
Moreover, the two characters 𗫂𘈘 occur together three
times in the second preface, once in the exact same phrase
𗫂𘈘𘕕𗰗𗏇𗴺 that occurs at the start of folio 4. It seems
from this correspondence that the preface on folio 3 refers
to the initial section on folios 4 and 5. Unfortunately, the

presence of these two characters in the preface does not
greatly help in elucidating their meaning.
Following the heading are a list of 30 signs, presumably
the ‘thirty letters’ referred to here and in the preface. However, these signs are not letters of any known alphabet,
but are composed of Tangut components or groups of horizontal, vertical or diagonal strokes resembling tally marks.
The 30 signs can be divided into nine series of between two
and four signs, with each series showing an incremental
increase in stroke complexity (see Table 1). These nine
series correspond quite neatly to the nine initial classes in
Homophones (𗙏𘙰 ²ghiq₂ ²lew₁ = Chinese Tóngyīn 同音).
In Dissected Rimes of the Five Sounds (𗏁𗙏𘈖𗖵 ¹ngwy₁
²ghiq₂ ²vi₁ ¹bu₄ = Chinese Wuyinqieyun 五音切韵), these
nine initial classes are subdivided into a total of 36 initials,
and the 30 letter signs do broadly map to these 36 initials.4
These signs do not occur anywhere else in this book, so
it is not clear how they were intended to be used. However,
they may be derived from a version of Synonyms where
these signs were used to indicate the phonetic classification
of Tangut characters.
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Table 1. The 30 letter signs.
Series

30 letters

Class

Initial name

36 initials

1



I

𗠉𗙏𗊢 ‘heavy lip sound’ (bilabials)

𗞡𗀱𗻜𗫉

2



II

𗠉𗙏𗥫 ‘light lip sound’ (labio-dentals)

𗵃𘋆𘋇𘃤

3



III

𗢯𘁙𗙏 ‘tongue tip sound’ (dentals)

𘛵𗟌𗡵𗳉

4



IV

𗢯𗀔𗙏 ‘tongue top sound’ (alveolars)

𗓞𗬙𗺋𗑕

5



V

𘟗𗙏 ‘tooth sound’ (velars)

𗪂𘔻𗫲𗥊

6



VI

𘘄𘁙𗙏 ‘tooth tip sound’ (dental affricates and fricatives)

𗊋𘄴𗯑𗑗𘛦

7



VII

𘘄𗒘𗙏 ‘true tooth sound’ (palatal affricates and fricatives)

𗙻𗵠𗀔𗹤𗄕

8



VIII

𗍂𗙏 ‘larynx sound’ (laryngeals)

𗫔𘕯𗵸𗥫

9



IX

𘚶𘞨𗙏 ‘wind only sound’ (resonants)

𘚶𘞨

Sample characters
The remainder of folios 4 and 5 list Tangut characters in
regular and cursive script, arranged by component. There
are a total of 230 components, divided into five sections
with a heading cut in intaglio:
• 𗏇𗥦 ²di₄ ¹ghu₂: head components (31 components);
• 𗏇𘊱 ²di₄ ¹pha₁: left-side components (127 components);
• 𗏇𘁝 ²di₄ ¹ne’₄: central components (11 components);
• 𗏇𗡼 ²di₄ ²ber’₄: right-side components (19 components); and
• 𗏇𘓳𘊱𗨻 ²di₄ ²ngorn₁ ¹pha₁ ²vi₁: whole characters
that are used as lateral components (38 components).
Appended to the last section, without a heading or any
explanation, are four left-side components that extend
underneath to the right.
For the first four sections, each component is followed
by a Tangut character in regular script that incorporates
that component, and then by the cursive script form of that
character. The whole characters used as lateral components
are only followed by the cursive script form of the character. The four left-and-under components do not have a
sample character or cursive script form, but there is a short
description for each component. Many of the left-side components can occur on either side, and some have a sample
character where the component is actually on the right side.
In contrast, all of the right-side components only ever occur
on the right side.
The sample characters for the first four sections do not
share the same rime group or initial class, but represent a
mixture of phonetic syllables, so have not been chosen on
phonetic grounds. Some of the sample characters show a
semantic relationship (e.g. ‘land’, ‘water’, ‘fire’ and ‘wind’
are together, and ‘finger’ and ‘hand’ are next to each other),

but on the whole there seems to have been no particular
logic behind the choice of sample characters. The 230
components and sample characters are listed in Table 2.
Considering that the cursive characters are written in a
very small space, and this book may have been printed
from recarved blocks, most of the cursive forms are recognizably correct. Table 3 compares some of the cursive script
characters from folio 4 with the corresponding cursive form
characters that occur in the Tangut manuscript translation
of the Classic of Filial Piety (𗫸𗯝𘓓𘆚𘈧 ²iq₄ ²lhe₁ ¹vy’₁
²ge₄ ¹de’₁ = Chinese Chongyi Xiaojing jingzhuan重译孝经
传), as identified by Eric Grinstead (1972: 300–376).
There is generally a fairly good match with the same
cursive character in the Classic of Filial Piety, and in a few
cases the match is extremely close; for example, the complex left-hand component of 𘘦 is written with exactly the
same simple cursive form as used in the Classic of Filial
Piety. In cases where there is not a good match, this may be
because there is more than one way of writing the cursive
form of the same character. A good example is 𗍫, where
the cursive form of the character (A) does not match the
form given in the Classic of Filial Piety (B), but is very
similar to the form of the character found in the Tangut
5
translation of the Mahāprajñāpāramitā-sūtra (C).
A

B

C


Main section
The main section of the book occupies folios 6 through 14,
and has seven columns per half-folio, although folio 6 only
has nine columns, with most of the second half of the folio
left blank. There is no title or heading at the start of folio 6,
but there is an end-title on the third column of the second
half of folio 14 (see earlier).
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Table 2. Tangut components and sample characters.
Position

Components (sample characters)

Top


𘣘
𘡝
𘠙

(𘝞), 𘠛 (𗰗), 𘢸 (𗱸), 𘥄 (𘆑), 𘥉 (𘇒), 𘧉 (𘒏), 𘦯 (𘎆), 𘨝 (𘟪), 𘠬 (𗍨), 𘡩 (𗝠),
(𗶷), 𘡣 (𘟇), 𘣍 (𘟀), 𘡅 (𗐋), 𘢎 (𘟥), 𘤇 (𗽾), 𘣋 (𗴮), 𘡛 (𘓉), 𘡓 (𗗎), 𘢻 (𗳁),
(𗊽), 𘦴 (𘑗), 𘡍 (𗕄), 𘤛 (𘁐), 𘠗 (𗬼), 𘢺 (𘒮), 𘢫 (𘍵), 𘤴 (𘄔), 𘨘 (□), 𘡎 (𘛽),
(𗭪)

Left

𘤆
𘦢
𘤃
𘥇
𘤹
𘦦
𘡷
𘥦

𘥓
𘣣
𘥳
𘥒

(𗼻), 𘠣 (𗋽), 𘧦 (𗜐), 𘩗 (𘚶), 𘢪 (𗯢), 𘤩 (𘍨), 𘤬 (𘃍), 𘦳 (𗁅), 𘧓 (𗤳), 𘨼 (𘙲),
(𘌽), 𘨏 (𘓟), 𘠡 (𗉋), 𘣩 (𗤋), 𘡢 (𗙏), 𘥾 (𘊄), 𘤮 (𘃡), 𘡯 (𗢸), 𘧘 (𘓐), 𘣲 (𗹠),
(𗉝), 𘣇 (𗴒), 𘪣 (□), 𘩚𘩛 (𘚽), 𘪴 (𘝯), 𘨃 (𘕕), 𘦞 (𘌎), 𘡮 (𗟱), 𘤘 (𘁂), 𘥆 (𘆖),
(𘆶), 𘦉 (𘊲), 𘠭 (𗍫), 𘨯 (𘗽), 𘨰 (𘘄), 𘥔 (𗗙), 𘥮 (𘈷), 𘦮 (𘍳), 𘧮 (𘔮),  (𘍦),
(𘄩), 𘪢 (𘝋), 𘩘𘩙 (𘚻), 𘨓 (𘕿), 𘨠 (𘗝), 𘦱 (𘎟), 𘤣 (𘂀), 𘦠 (𘌥), 𘦝 (𘋼), 𘨈 (𘕤),
(𘍔), 𘥼 (𘉨), 𘣫 (𗹑), 𘥕 (𘇲), 𘩟 (𘛂), 𘠶 (𘘦), 𘡸 (𗢃), 𘡵 (𗡼), 𘣴 (𗹰), 𘥰 (𘈽),
(𗢀), 𘣜 (𗒞), 𘥤 (𘈧), 𘣝 (𗷦), 𘣠 (𗸛), 𘩑 (𘚢), 𘣹 (𗊉), 𘥌 (𗬀), 𘣸 (𘏋), 𘣞 (𘕜),
(𗤄), 𘥍 (𗀽), 𘧣 (𘐀),  (𘋳), 𘥴 (𘉅), 𘢈 (𗢞), 𘨆 (𘕠), 𘩼 (𗧊), 𘠠 (𗉅), 𘠱 (𗎒),
(𗦇), 𘦔 (𘏲), 𘨐 (𘊟), 𘡕 (𗗥), 𘢩 (𗯗), 𘠞 (𗈪), 𘤌 (𘀀), 𘢿 (𗳒), 𘨶 (𘘣), 𘦆 (𗗚),
(𗴂), 𘨴 (𘘚), 𘣂 (𗳽), 𘪱 (𘄍), 𘠽 (𗠄), 𘦌 (𘊹), 𘧹 (𘕂), 𘢷 (𗰹), 𘥀 (𘆄), 𘢅 (𘎳),
(𗡞), 𘤂 (𗺓), 𘡲 (𗼴), 𘥑 (𘇡), 𘥁 (𘚔), 𘨚 (𘖎), 𘦗 (𗄼), 𘥫 (𗈮),  (𗼖), 𘦲 (𗤬),
(𘛅), 𘧨 (𘈈), 𘪇 (𘜀), 𘧥 (𘓻), 𘧿 (𘕋), 𘥊 (𘇗), 𘧀 (𘑬), 𘪼 (𘞅), 𘪒 (𘜔), 𘦍 (𘋁),
(𗰘), 𘦊 (𗋚), 𘤷 (𗉘), 𘨦 (𘗫), 𘢙 (𗟴), 𘪌 (𘜄), 𘨅 (𗥤)

Middle

𘠧 (𗤻), 𘢚 (𗄻), 𘣚 (𗦜), 𘨙 (𗫡), 𘦿 (𗋑), 𘢯 (𗊢), 𘪁 (𗫉), 𘣿 (𘄆), 𘤜 (𗥦), 𘤱 (𗏣),
𘡀 (𗊱)

Right

𘠢 (𗒷), 𘠴 (𗍍), 𘡧 (𗨄), 𘦜 (𗰦), 𘠆 (𗏇), 𘡆 (𘍞), 𘢞 (𘞪), 𘢶 (𗕿), 𘤑 (𗨁), 𘣮 (𘗲),
𘣈 (𘉏), 𘧈 (𗏗), 𘨱 (𗢛), 𘤾 (𗄊), 𘣭 (□), 𘡴 (𗈶), 𘢕 (𘂏), 𘣒 (𘊀), 𘠉 (𗫻)

Whole

𗼃, 𘈩, 𗢨, 𗹭, 𘛵, , 𘂆, 𘟠, 𘈚, 𘟀, 𘞌, 𗀇, 𘍐, 𘔧, 𘕰, 𘞐, 𗢬, 𘋝, 𘂪, 𗸕, 𗾆, 𘘤, 𘉟,
𘞼, 𘇜, 𘊏, 𘞗, 𗱖, 𘗐, 𘓉, 𘛍, 𘙬, 𘍝, 𗍨, 𘉋, 𘓬, 𘟇, 𘌂

Left and under

𘢦, 𘪫, 𘨲, 𘨋

Table 3. Tangut cursive characters.
Character

Cursive

𘝞

Xiaojing

Character

Cursive



𗤋

𗰗



𘒏

Xiaojing

Character

Cursive



𘔮



𗙏



𘚻





𘃡



𘕿



𘟀



𗢸



𘂀



𗴮



𘓐



𘉨



𗗎



𗴒



𘘦



𘛽



𘝯



𘈧



𗼻



𘕕



𗷦



𘚶



𗍫



𗬀



𘙲



𗗙



𘏋



𘌽



Xiaojing
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Figure 2. Folio 8 showing part of the main section.

The text comprises large-sized characters intermixed
with small-sized characters written in two small columns
(see Figure 2). There are a total of 913 large characters
and about 1856 small characters. The small characters are
divided into 577 groups of between 1 and 24 characters.
Each group of small characters are homophones or near
homophones of the preceding large character. Thus, 577
large characters are head characters for homophone groups,
and 337 large characters are not associated with homophone groups. The reason why not all large characters head
homophone groups is that the large characters are derived
from texts that are unrelated to homophones, so they are not
ordered phonetically and they are not all phonetically
unique. Thus, there may be several large characters with the
same pronunciation, and it seems that in most such cases
only the first large character with the same pronunciation is
followed by a group of small character homophones, and
subsequent large characters with the same pronunciation
are not followed by any small characters. For example, 𘀺
²kha₄ on folio 8A is followed by a list of six small-sized
homophone characters, whereas 𘀳 ²kha₄ on folio 14B is
not followed by any small-sized characters. None of the
337 large characters with no associated small characters
also occur as small characters under other large characters.
There is only a single small homophone character which
occurs under two different large characters: 𗈩 ¹o₁ occurs in
a group of four small characters under 𗠝 a on folio 7A, and

then by itself under 𗙫 a₁ on folio 7B. In addition, 𗗶 occurs
twice as a small character, but with two different readings
and with somewhat different glyph forms, suggesting that
the author considered them to be two separate characters:
𗗶 ny₁ ‘fox’ under 𗸴 ²nwy₄ on folio 9A; and ¹ta₁  ‘tail’
under 𗶲 ¹ta₁ on folio 11B.

Large characters
If we ignore the small homophone characters, and just read
the large characters sequentially, we discover that the large
characters are not random, but are semantically related to
each other. That is to say, in very many cases pairs of adjacent large characters, or sometimes longer sequences of
large characters, form words or phrases. The large characters on folio 6 and on folios 7 through 14 have different
origins, and so are discussed separately in the following
sections.
Folio 6. Folio 6 only has nine columns, with space for the
remaining five columns on folio 6B left blank, which is a
strong indication that it is separate from the following eight
folios. There are 52 large characters on folio 6, ending with
the character 𗙫 a₁ which is used to transcribe the Buddhist
syllable oṃ at the start of mantras. As the first six large
characters of folio 7 are 𗢳𗹙𗗆𗗙𗼋𘐔 ¹tha₁ ¹tsir’₄ ¹sin₁ ¹e₄
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¹dzwyq₄ ¹tshwew₁ ‘show respect to the Buddha, the
Dharma, and the Sangha’, perhaps the oṃ at the end of
folio 6 should actually precede ‘Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha’ at the start of folio 7. The penultimate two large
characters on folio 6 are 𗍺𘃪 ¹cha₃ ¹jwa₃ ‘end of ceremony’, which is perhaps a form of wording that indicates the
end of the text composed from the preceding 49 characters.
In fact, the large characters on folio 6 up to the words
‘end of ceremony’ derive directly from the Synonyms text
discussed in the second preface. The first 10 large characters form a complete sentence: 𘝞𗏇𗒷𘞼𘕕𗰗𘄎𘝣𗅢𘀼
²wyr₄ ²di₄ ²rar₄ ²si₄ ¹soq₁ ²ghaq₁ ¹gi₄ ¹nen₂ ²sew’₁ ¹niq₁ ‘Examine and speak the thirty clear and turbid mothers of written
characters’. The term 𘝞𗏇𗒷𘞼 ‘mothers of written characters’ is a longer synonym for 𗏇𗴺 ‘letters’, and the terms
‘clear’ and ‘turbid’ refer to ‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced’ letters,
respectively. The phrase 𘝞𗏇𗒷𘞼𘕕𗰗𘄎𘝣 ‘thirty clear
and turbid mothers of written characters’ mirrors the term
𘕕𗰗𗏇𗴺 ‘thirty letters’ given in the second preface and in
the heading to the 30 letter signs on folio 4, and evidently
refers to the division of Synonyms into 30 sections based on
clear and turbid phonetic distinctions. I suggest that this
sentence prefaced the main text of Synonyms, and may have
been in the first column of the first folio, which is lost due
to manuscript damage. The 39 following large characters
correspond to the 30 section-header characters in Synonyms
as well as the clear and turbid designations for the four
parts of the Synonyms, as shown in Table 4.
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Folios 7–14. The large characters on folios 7 through 14 are
not copied from Synonyms, but form words and phrases that
appear to be items in a vocabulary list. Most of the characters form two-character words, but there are some fourcharacter phrases, and the longest phrase is the six-syllable
mantra oṃ maṇ i padme hūṃ on folio 7B: 𗙫𗏵𗐱𗴟𗘺𗦀
a₁ ¹ma₄ ²ni₄ ¹pa₄ ¹me₄ ho₁.
The end-title for this book is ‘Essential Selection of
Often-Transmitted Homonyms and Mixed Characters’, and
‘mixed characters’ is the same as the title of the Tangut
printed book Mixed Characters (𗏇𘉅 ²di₄ ¹dza₁ = Chinese
Zázì 雜字), which lists Tangut vocabulary in semantic
categories without any glosses. It seems very likely that
‘mixed characters’ in the title of the current book refers
to the large characters in most of the main section being
derived from a Tangut vocabulary book entitled Mixed

Characters. However, this Mixed Characters cannot be the
same as the extant book with the same title, as only a few
words constructed from the large characters in the main
section also occur in the extant Mixed Characters, and
those words are not in the same order in the two texts (e.g.
the only word on folio 8 that also occurs in the printed
edition of Mixed Characters is 𗫏𘜀 ‘young and strong’).
Moreover, this text has a relatively high proportion of
words and phrases related to Buddhism, whereas the extant
Mixed Characters text has almost no Buddhist vocabulary.
Thus, we can conjecture that the large characters on folios
7–14 were derived from an otherwise lost Tangut vocabulary list entitled Mixed Characters. This may have been a
constituent part of the book entitled Sea of Characters that
is mentioned several times in the first preface.
All the large characters on folios 7–14 only occur a
single time, and only a single large character also occurs
on folio 6 (𗙫 occurs both on folio 6B and on folio 7B).
Moreover, none of the large characters also occur as smallcharacter homophones under other large characters. This is
quite unexpected, as there are many individual characters
that occur in multiple words composed from two or more
characters, and we would expect any vocabulary list to
include some words that are composed from at least one
character that occurs in another word in the list. This can be
seen in the extant Mixed Characters where 318 of the 1734
identifiable Tangut characters occur in more than one word
(e.g. the character 𘕰 ‘tree’ occurs in 16 words, 𗝠 ‘tree’
occurs in 12 words and 𘄄 ‘man’ occurs in 10 words). That
is to say, more than one-quarter of the 1186 words in
the extant Mixed Characters are not composed of unique
characters. On this basis, the absence of any duplicate
characters on folios 7 through 14 cannot be a coincidence,
and we have to conclude that duplicate large characters
were deliberately removed, as well as any large characters
that had already been listed as small-character homophones
under a previous large character.
The 107 large characters on folio 8 (plus one large
character at the start of folio 9) can be analysed as follows,
where sequences of two or more characters are joined
to form a word or phrase. Those words marked with an
asterisk are not attested in any of the sources I have checked,
but they are plausible words based on the meanings of the
individual characters.

𗣳 ²seq₄ ‘to write’
𗌭 ¹ku₁ ‘so, then’
𗧐𗇘 ²bi₂ ²lhew₁ ‘to release’
𗐗𗵲 ²lhuq₄ ¹ror₄ ‘to capture’ + ‘to get’ = * ‘to capture’
𗑉𗐴𗮮𗢯 ¹me₁ ¹nu₄ ²ni’₄ ¹lhwa₄ ‘eyes, ear, nose, tongue’
𘛽 ²luq₃ ‘body’
𗉣 ¹phi₄ ‘scheme, idea’
𗵐𘗕 ²ne₁ ²zher₂ ‘to live in peace’

𗼖𘎲 ¹lo₃ ¹lhu₁ ‘good fortune’ + ‘to increase’ = * ‘to
increase good fortune’
𘃠𗄭 ¹du’₁ ²dzyq₄ ‘to save up’
𗈘𗶍 ²hwin₁ ²bi’₁ ‘demon’
𗻶𗲩 ²hoq₁ ¹khwa’₁ ‘calamity’ + ‘to curse’ = * ‘to curse
with calamity’
𗼡𗫬 ¹peq₄ ²cha’₂ ‘to pray to avert misfortune’ + ‘suffering’ = * ‘to pray to avert suffering’
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Table 4. Correspondence between Synonyms and folio 6 large characters.
Synonyms headings

Folio 6

Reading

1. 𗄊𘄎𗒹𘄿𘐳𘈩𗡪

Meaning
Part 1: completely clear, seven sections

1.1 (0112.01) : □

𗹑

1chen₃

correct

1.2 (0127.01) : □

𗣼

2chha₃

virtue

1.3 (0311.01) : □

𘄡

2seq₄

wisdom

1.4 (0317.01) : 𘟛

𘟛

1zhyr₃

wisdom

1.5 (0516.01) : 𗅢

𗅢

2sew’₁

to survey

1.6 (0614.01) : 𗾫

𗾫

2se’₄

thought

1.7 (0817.01) : 𗥤

𗥤

2tse₄

to know

𗄊𘄎

2zi₄ 1gi₄

completely clear

2. 𗎘𘄎𗒹𘄿𘐳𗍫𗡪

Part 2: partially clear, seven sections

2.1 (0825.01) : 𘄎

𘄎

1gi₄

clear

2.2 (1016.01) : 𗹠

𗹠

1rer₄

skilful

2.3 (1022.01) : 𘍳

𘍳

1ge₄

special

2.4 (1111.01) : □

𘕤

2u₃

to seek

2.5 (1227.01) : 𗭼

𗭼

1swew₁

bright

2.6 (1323.01) : 𘟣

𘟣

1du₄

to have

2.7 (1527.01) : □

𘟀

2le₄

to see

𗎘𘄎

2bu₃ 1gi₄

partially clear

3. 𗸕𘄎𘝣𘉋𘄿𘐳𘕕𗡪

Part 3: half clear and turbid, eight sections

3.1 (1712.01) : 𘋼

𘋼

2kur₄

will

3.2 (1811.01) : 𘀭

𘀭

2kwe₂

true

3.3 (1817.01) : 𗮂

𗮂

1pho₄

dexterous

3.4 (1911.01) : 𗦎

𗦎

2rar₁

to flow

3.5 (2023.01) : 𗊱

𗊱

2dzo₄

poetry

3.6 (2217.01) : 𘄽

𘄽

2ngaq₁

good

3.7 (2312.01) : 𗄼

𗄼

1la₄

to fall

3.8 (2327.01) : 𗄻

𗄻

1nwy₁

to know

𗸕𘄎𘝣

1khwy₁ 1gi₄ 1nen₂

half clear and turbid

4. 𗄊𘝣𘉋𘄿𘐳𗥃𗡪

Part 4: completely turbid, eight sections

4.1 (2424.01) : 𗸆

𗸆

1khon₄

strong

4.2 (2612.01) : 𗄩

𗄩

1biq₁

to pass through

4.3 (2624.01) : 𗯿

𗯿

1ver₁

luxuriant

4.4 (2712.01) : 𗋿

𗋿

1ur₄

to breed

4.5 (2824.01) : 𗢃

𗢃

1gwyr₄

to rise

4.6 (2912.01) : 𗨟

𗨟

j?

oblique

4.7 (3111.01) : 𗰦

𗰦

1lwo₁

dim

4.8 (?) :

𘀎

1mur₁

dark

𗄊𘝣

2zi₄ 1nen₂

completely turbid

𗍺𘃪

1cha₃ 1jwa₃

end of ceremony
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𗃢𘔢 ¹shi’₃ ¹khwaq₁ ‘doubt’ + ‘far, distant’ = * ‘forethought’
𘂳 ¹zhaq₃ ‘between’
𗖈 ¹pha’₄ ‘to forbid’
𗯵𗹪 ¹chy₃ ²le’₃ ‘to destroy’
𘝪𗈜 ¹jon₃ ²ka₁ ‘to separate’
𗋚 ²vy₃ prefix
𗞕 ²phe’₁ ‘to divide’
𘍻𗣈 ¹la₃ lho₁ ‘extraordinary’
𗮏𗰛 ¹ge’₄ ¹dzeq₄ ‘to surpass’
𗅉𘂆 ¹non’₂ ¹tsy₄ ‘and then’
𘖑𗆄 ¹my₄ ¹puq₄ ‘without measure’
𘊝𗡞 ²ir₄ ¹tuq₁ ‘hundreds and thousands’
𗕾𗄐 ¹ku₄ ²chi₃ transliteration of Sanskrit koṭ i ‘ten
million’
𘅞𗌚𘁂𗽇 ²ner₄ ²nenq₄ ²a₄ ¹chha₂ ‘Yakṣa with a wrathful
expression’ (Chinese pínméi yàochā 顰眉藥叉)
𗺹 ¹hew₁ ‘kind of grass’
𘀺 ²kha₄ ‘to draw (water)’
𗵒𘗁 ¹kiq₂ ²ja₃ ‘vajra’
𗼈 ¹naq₄ ‘god’
𘃭𗩱 ²kho₂ ²nwi₄ ‘skilful’
𗟜𘙊 ¹dzyr₄ ²lwiq₁ ‘speed’ (literally ‘fast and slow’)
𗹡𗶮 ¹kir₄ ¹ga’₄ ‘brave, violent, sudden’ + ‘to jump’ =
* ‘to jump out suddenly’
𗫏𘜀 ¹thwiq₄ ¹myr₄ ‘young and strong’
𗡮𗤓 ²lu’₃ ¹tho’₄ ‘beautiful’
𗣫𗿒 ¹tsen₁ ²khwe₁ ‘size’ (literally ‘small and large’)
𘉅𗋅 ¹dza₁ ¹lwu₁ ‘mixed up’
𗤛 ¹chon₃ Chinese transliteration (zhong)

There are 25 attested two-character words and nine
conjectural two-character words, as well as three fourcharacter phrases. That leaves 28 isolated characters.
Some or most of these isolated characters may originally
have formed words or phrases in the source text, but the
characters they were paired with have been removed as
duplicates.
For example, the adjacent characters 𘎟 ‘at will; target’
and 𗓙 ‘to hit’ are not attested as a word, but the two characters do occur together in the phrase 𘊝𘎟𘊝𗓙 ²ir₄ ²sha’₂
²ir₄ ¹pyq₁ ‘a hundred shots and a hundred hits’. As the character 𘊝 meaning ‘hundred’ already occurs earlier on folio
8A in the expression ‘hundreds and thousands’, we can
conjecture that the two characters meaning ‘hundred’ in the
phrase ‘a hundred shots and a hundred hits’ were removed
as duplicates, leaving just the two characters 𘎟 ‘target’ and
𗓙 ‘to hit’.
Likewise, the two adjacent characters 𗺹 ¹hew₁ ‘kind of
grass’ and 𘀺 ²kha₄ ‘to draw (water)’ do not at first sight
appear to have any connection with each other, but they
are actually also used as transliteration characters for the
Sanskrit word mahoraga (Chinese 摩睺羅伽) meaning a
great serpent protector: 𘉒𗺹𗓽𘀺 ²mo₁¹hew₁ ¹lo₁ ²kha₄. The
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𗤩 ¹ghwan₄ Chinese transliteration (yuan)
𗽤𘒎 ²chhe₂ ¹lhor’₁ ‘stocked village’ + ‘market’ =
* ‘village market’
𗪒 ²kuq₁ ‘inner’
𗽭 ²khew₁ ‘opening’
𗧫 ²pho₂ ‘window’
𗤫 ²kyr’₄ ‘house’
𗆈 ²giq₄ ‘wide’
𗯴 ¹khu₄ ‘below’
𘃽 ²o₁ ‘to hold, to enter’
𗓦𗬀 ²dwu’₁ ²lwu₁ ‘secret’ + ‘to hide’ = * ‘to hide in
secret’
𗪀 ²khu’₄ ‘to watch’
𗧗 ¹chhwen₃ ‘to prohibit’
𗶅𗓑 ¹chuq₃ ²wer₁ ‘to guard’
𘕣 ²va₁ ‘how, what’
𘟠𗳘 ¹dzu₁ ¹ngwi₁ ‘to respectively love’
𗑩 ²gi’₄ ‘hope’
𘎟 ²sha’₂ ‘at will; target’
𗓙 ¹pyq₁ ‘to hit’
𗫴𗱱 ¹ma’₄ ²tsha₄ ‘fruits of retribution’
𘓳 ²ngorn₁ ‘whole’
𗔫 ¹duq₄ ‘to meet’
𘏋𗣷 ¹sy₁ lhy₁ ‘complete’
𘐡𗹦 ¹chy’₃ ¹my₁ ‘order’ + ‘sky, heaven’ = * ‘order of
heaven’
𗾔𗼑 ²bi₁ ²lhiq₄ ‘sun and moon’
𗄓𗵫 ²gyq₄ ¹geq₄ ‘constellation’
𘃂𗑛𗂰𗈇 ²vyq₃ ¹zyr₄ ²li₃ ¹laq₃ ‘east, south, west, north’

character 𘉒 ²mo₁ already occurs as a small-character
homophone on folio 7A, and the character 𗓽 ¹lo₁ already
occurs on folio 7B in the word 𗓽𘂦 ¹lo₁ ¹han₁ ‘Arhat’, so
we can assume that both of these characters were removed
from the word 𘉒𗺹𗓽𘀺 as duplicates, leaving the two
characters 𗺹𘀺 by themselves.

Small characters
There are approximately 1856 small characters (localized
damage means that in a few places it is not certain how
many small characters are present), divided into groups of
between 1 and 24 small characters under 577 large characters. One of the small characters (𗮎) is placed to the right
of the large character 𗫩 on the first column of folio 12A,
rather than with the other four small characters under this
character, and so was probably added in as an afterthought.
According to our current understanding of Tangut
phonology, based on Tangut philological texts such as Sea
of Writing and Homophones, the small characters in each
group are all homophones or near homophones of each
other and of the large character under which they are listed.
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As the large characters under which homophone groups
are listed are not ordered phonetically, there is no phonetic
sequence to the groups of homophone characters, with
the result that the homophone groups cover a seemingly
random range of syllables. To give an idea of the range of
phonetic variation in homophone groups, the three largest
homophone groups are shown below.
The large character 𗹠 ¹rer₄ (IX 1.74) on folio 6A has 24
small characters with five readings:
¹rer₄ (IX 1.74): 𘆝𗹥
²rer₄ (IX 2.68): 𗏣𗏺𗣀𘑐𘍐𗁘𗏽𘐻𗏖𗀎
²rir₄ (IX 2.272): 𗑠𗙷
¹rur₄ (IX 1.76): 𘓄
²len₄ (IX 2.37): 𗘲𘉕𗛜𗤱𗇡𘄉𘃁𗭀𗬏
The large character 𗨻 ²vi₁ (II 2.7) on folio 9A has 16
small characters with three readings and one character
damaged beyond recognition:
²vi₁ (II 2.7): 𗍁𗿸𗍗𘈖𗍙𘗺𗽜
¹vi₁ (II 1.8): 𘎃𘇲𘍵𘖅𗸃
²ve₁ (II 2.30): 𗴾𗓝𗝭𗺂
The large character 𗗙 ¹e₄ (VIII 1.36) on folio 7A has 16
small characters with eight readings:
¹e₄ (VIII 1.36): 𘝵𗭊𗥫𗗟𗏃
²e₄ (VIII 2.33): 𗶾𗂽
¹i₃ (VIII 1.10): 𗱪
¹i₄ (VIII 1.11): 𗩷𗩹
²iq₄ (VIII 2.60): 𘜯
¹y₄ (VIII 1.30): 𗿅
²en₄ (VIII 2.37): 𗹨𗷩𘋯
²er’₄ (VIII 2.86): 𘐒
In the following sections, I attempt to make some general observations about the phonetic features of homophone
groups.
Circles. Most homophone groups with more than one small
character are divided into two subgroups, with a small
circle placed between them. For example, the homophone
group 𗹠 ¹rer₄ shown above is divided into two subgroups
of 11 and 14 characters:
Subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

0

𗹠 1rer₄

11

𘆝 1rer₄

1

𗑠 2rir₄

12

𘑐 2rer₄

2

𗏣 2rer₄

13

𗇡 2len₄

3

𗏺 2rer₄

14

𘍐 2rer₄

4

𘓄 1rur₄

15

𗁘 2rer₄

Subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

5

𗙷 2rir₄

16

𗏽 2rer₄

6

𗣀 2rer₄

17

𘄉 2len₄

7

𗘲 2len₄

18

𘃁 2len₄

8

𘉕 2len₄

19

𘐻 2rer₄

9

𗛜 2len₄

20

𗏖 2rer₄

10

𗤱 2len₄

21

𗭀 2len₄

22

𗀎 2rer₄

23

𗬏 2len₄

24

𗹥 1rer₄

In some cases, a small circle is placed after the large
character in the group and before the small characters in the
group, and there is no other small circle in the group. In
these cases, the large character belongs to one subgroup
and all the small characters belong to a different subgroup.
For example, on folio 8B the homophone group under 𗫴
¹ma’₄ has a small circle between the large character and the
following small characters:
Subgroup 1
0

Subgroup 2
𗫴 1ma’₄

1

𗮴 1ma’₄

2

𗡤 1ma’₄

3

𘇳 1ma’₄

4

𘜴 2ma’₄

5

𗄳 1ma’₄

6

𘜗 2ma’₄

Where a homophone group is not subdivided by a small
circle, or in the few cases where a small circle only occurs
after the last small character in the group, we can assume
that all characters belong to the same subgroup.
The obvious explanation for dividing homophone
groups into two subgroups is that each subgroup contains
characters with same tone (Tone 1, level; Tone 2, rising).
However, in the majority of homophone groups, both
subgroups have a mixture of Tone 1 and Tone 2 characters,
so the distinction cannot be tonal unless this text represents
a dialect of Tangut with a very different distribution of
tones compared with Sea of Writing, which seems highly
unlikely. There are no other obvious phonetic differences
between characters in each subgroup, and both subgroups
commonly have characters with the same readings. Therefore, at present I have no explanation for the division of
homophone groups into two with a small circle.
A small circle is also frequently placed to the right of
large characters, and less commonly to the right of small
characters. The meaning of these small circles is also
unclear at present.
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Tones. Tones are not distinguished within homophone
groups. That is to say, in most cases the same group of
homophone characters includes a mixture of both Tone 1
(level tone) and Tone 2 (rising tone) characters.
Where a homophone group consists of characters that all
have the same tone, there is not normally a corresponding
homophone group for characters with the same reading but
a different tone. For example, the homophone group of
seven characters headed by 𗇋 ²mer₄ on folio 14A all have
the same reading and tone, but there is no homophone
group for ¹mer₄ (the only character with this reading and
tone is 𘛢, which does not occur). Likewise, the homophone group of seven characters headed by 𗴺 ¹ma₄ on folio
7B all have the same reading and tone, but there is no
homophone group for ²ma₄ (the only character with this
reading and tone is 𗓮, which does not occur).
Initials. Homophone groups generally share the same reconstructed initial, and in most cases where initials do vary
within a group they still belong to the same initial class:
• homophone group 𘃠 on folio 8A has characters
with d- and t- initials: 𘃠 ¹du’₁, 𗷧 ²du’₁ and 𗖤 ¹tu’₁
(all Class III);
• homophone group 𗑩 on folio 8B has characters
with g- and k- initials: 𗑩 ²gi’₄, 𘖍𘄂𗤡 ¹gi’₄, 𗊞 ¹gi₄
and 𗺕𗹩 ¹ki’₄ (all Class V);
• homophone group 𗣫 on folio 8B has characters
with ts- and dz- initials: 𗣫 ¹tsen₁, 𘜞 ²tse₁ and 𘂝
¹dzen₁ (all Class VI); and
• homophone group 𗻶 on folio 8A has characters
with h-, gh-, w- and ø- initials: 𗻶 ²hoq₁, 𘆊 ¹ghon₄,
𗰩𗎈𘆋 ¹woq₁ and 𘇧 ²on₄ (all Class VIII).
However, there are a few homophone groups that have
characters with two or more different initial classes. Some
examples are given in the following.
Most Class VIII characters form homophone groups
together, but in a few cases characters with Class VIII
initials share a homophone group with Class II, Class V or
Class IX characters:
• homophone group 𘃽 on folio 9B has characters
with ø- (Class VIII) and v- (Class II) initials: 𘃽𗃘
𗊖𘍎 ²o₁, 𗱀𘂬𗵑 ¹o₁, 𘈫 ²u₁, 𗵀𗼤 ¹von₁ and 𘚭 ¹voq₂;
• homophone group 𘃡 on folio 14A has characters
with w- (Class VIII) and v- (Class II) initials:
𘃡𘃝𗂣𗦹 ¹vi₃, 𘃣𘞱𗩲 ²vi₃, 𗑟𘂶𗿾 ¹viq₃, 𗴧 ²viq₃, 𗘣
¹wyr₄, 𘀝 ¹wy₄ and 𗤭 ¹win₄;
• homophone group 𗰗 on folio 6A has characters with
gh- (Class VIII) and k- (Class V) initials: 𗰗 ²ghaq₁,
𗤷𘁱𘎴 ¹kaq₁ and 𗆔 ²kaq₁; and
• homophone group 𗯨 on folio 7A has characters with
ø- (Class VIII) and r- (Class IX) initials: 𗯨𗱕𘛥𗅣
¹rur₄, 𘏘𗯃𗾠 ²rur₄ and 𗌏 ²ur₄.
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Class IV initials, which modern linguists have struggled
to understand, form homophone groups either by themselves or with Class III or Class VII characters:
• homophone group 𘝣 on folio 6A has characters
with n- (Class IV) and j- (Class VII) initials: 𘝣 ¹nen₂,
𗇻 ²nen₂ and 𘚢 ²je₂;
• homophone group 𘝪 on folio 8A has characters with
n- (Class IV) and j- (Class VII) initials: 𘝪𗢶𘞃𘋊
¹jon₃, 𗥨𗁭 ¹jwo₃, 𗼹𘐶 ²jwo₃ and 𘝤 ¹non₂; and
• homophone group 𗅉 on folio 8A has characters with
n- (Class IV) and n- (Class III) initials: 𗅉𘔼𘔽
¹non’₂, 𘛍 ¹nwu₁, 𗕈 ¹nu₁ (Class III) and 𘊄 ²non₂
(Class IV).
There is one homophone group that mixes Class III and
Class VI initials:
• homophone group 𗯪 on folio 12B has characters
with t- (Class III) and ts- (Class VI) initials: 𗯪𗚓𗚦
¹tu₄, 𗅥 ²tu₄ and 𘉿 ¹tsu₄.
In addition to the above examples, there are a few
examples where individual characters have a totally unexpected reading for their homophone group. Some of these
may be due to errors made by the editor of the text. For
example, 𗮮 ²ni’₄ under homophone group 𗡎 ²li₃ on folio
13A is probably a mistake for 𗮭 ²liq₃; and 𗓰 ¹na₁ under
homophone group 𗹦 ¹my₁ on folio 8B is probably a
mistake for 𗈐 ¹myq₁.
Rimes. Homophone groups do not always correspond to a
single rime group in Sea of Writing or belong to the same
homophone group in Homophones, but frequently include
characters from several different but related rimes in Sea
of Writing.
In most homophone groups all characters have the same
grade (1–4), and in those cases where characters in the
same homophone group have different grades this is almost
always not the only phonetic distinction:
•
•
•
•
•

𘕤 ²u₃ = 𗾤 ¹ghu₄ (folio 6A);
𗔇 ²uq₁ = 𘉐 ¹on’₂ (folio 7B);
𗣓 ¹gi₂ = 𘐿 ¹ky’₄ (folio 8A);
𗰱 ¹gu₁ = 𗬢 ¹gwy₄ (folio 14A); and
𘃡 ¹vi₃ = 𗘣 ¹wyr₄ (folio 14A).

Many homophone groups include one or two characters
with a different reconstructed vowel from the other characters in the group, suggesting vowel mergers. Most of the
examples show common phonetic variation, but the a ~ i
variation in several cases is unusual.
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e~i
• 𗑉 ¹me₁ = 𗎽 ²mi₁ (folio 8A)
• 𘏛 ²be₁ = 𗾔 ²bi₁ (folio 8B)
• 𗯿 ¹ver₁ = 𗆬 ¹vir₁ (folio 6B)
e ~ i ~ y [ə]
• 𗗙 ¹e₄ = 𗩷 ¹i₄ = 𗿅 ¹y₄ (folio 7A)
• 𗷉 ¹she₃ = 𗪘 ¹shi₃ = 𗷅 ²shy₃ (folio 7A)
i ~ y [ə]
• 𗫞 ²dziq₄ = 𗄭 ²dzyq₄ (folio 8A)
• 𘝃 ²tsi₄ = 𘂆 ¹tsy₄ (folio 8A)
• 𘊝 ²ir₄ = 𗡦 ²yr₄ (folio 8A)
• 𗴨 ¹syq₄ = 𘎝 ¹siq₄ (folio 13B)
e ~ y [ə]
• 𘉲 ²gew₄ = 𗄓 ²gyq₄ (folio 8B)
• 𘕝 ¹be₁ = 𗽔 ²by₁ (folio 13B)
u~i
• 𗥩 ²lwu₄ = 𘌛 ¹lwi₄ (folio 7B)
• 𗥞 ²gu’₄ = 𗤈 ¹gi’₄ (folio 7B)
o~u
• 𘃽 ²o₁ = 𘈫 ²u₁ (folio 8B)
• 𘓨 ²ror₁ = 𘓮 ²rur₁ (folio 12A)
• 𘏞 ¹po₁ = 𘀏 ¹pu₁ (folio 14A)
• 𘙾 ¹hon₁ = 𘔘 ¹hun₁ (folio 14B)
o ~ y [ə]
• 𗖏 ²nwo₄ = 𗼅 ¹nwy₄ (folio 9A)
u ~ y [ə]
• 𘟂 ²ngwu₁ = 𗏁 ¹ngwy₁ (folio 7B)
• 𗩙 ¹phu₁ = 𗕕 ¹phy₁ (folio 11B)
a~o
• 𗙫 a₁ = 𗈩 ¹o₁ (folio 7B)
a~i
• 𘁂 ²a₄ = 𘓾 ¹an₄ = 𘃻 ¹in₄ (folio 8A)
• 𗟦 ¹man₁ = 𗐺 ¹min₁ (folio 7B)
• 𗶮 ¹ga’₄ = 𗷲 ¹gin₄ (folio 8B)
• 𘜊 ¹phar₄ = 𗉣 ¹phi₄ (folio 8A)
Some homophone groups suggest loss in secondary
phonetic distinctions, such as tenseness (-q), nasalization
(-n), retroflexion (-r) and final glides (-w), as shown in the
following examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

𗊞 ¹gi₄ = 𗑩 ²gi’₄ (folio 8B)
𗣈 lho₁ = 𗐇 ²lhoq₁ (folio 8A)
𘁂 ²a₄ = 𘓾 ¹an₄ (folio 8A)
𘀺 ²kha₄ = 𗘹 ¹khan₄ (folio 8A)
𘃭 ²kho₂ = 𘈡 ¹khon₂ (folio 8B)
𗉣 ¹phi₄ = 𗙚 ¹phin₄ (folio 8A)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

𗥨 ¹jwo₃ = 𘝪 ¹jon₃ (folio 8A)
𗰂 ²hwo₁ = 𘙾 ¹hon₁ (folio 14B)
𗈜 ²ka₁ = 𗷎 ²kar₁ (folio 8A)
𘉅 ¹dza₁ = 𘁷 ¹dzar₁ (folio 8B)
𗰛 ¹dzeq₄ = 𗍷 ²dzen₄ (folio 8A)
𘈚 ²gy₄ = 𗄓 ²gyq₄ = 𘉲 ²gew₄ (folio 8B)
𘁳 ²dew’₁ = 𗈗 ²di’₁ (folio 14B)
𗵐 ²ne₁ = 𗋞 ¹ner₁ = 𗛴 ²neq₂ (folio 8A)

In summary, it can be seen that homophone groups in
this text do not closely match phonetic reconstructions
based on Sea of Writing, Homophones and other existing
Tangut phonetic texts, and the characters in each homophone group have a much wider and erratic range of
phonetic values than we would expect given our current
understanding of Tangut phonology. As there is little or
no point in grouping together characters that have
significantly divergent phonetic properties (such as different initials or different vowels), it seems probable that the
characters in each homophone group in this text were
considered to be homophones (excluding tonal differences)
by the author of the text.
There are two possible explanations for why the homophone groups in this text do not accord with other Tangut
phonological texts: either this text represents a different
dialect of Tangut from that used by the authors of classic
phonetic texts such as Sea of Writing and Homophones, or
this text represents a later stage in the evolution of the
Tangut language. I prefer the latter explanation, and suggest that the homophone groups in this text reflect changes
that occurred in the Tangut language some time later than
the compilation of the Sea of Writing and Homophones.
As such, this text reflects a simplification of the earlier
phonetic system, with a reduction in the number of initials,
some vowel mergers and some loss of secondary phonetic
distinctions such as tenseness, nasalization, retroflexion
and final glides. A more comprehensive understanding
of the phonetic system underlying the Homonyms awaits a
detailed study of the complete text.
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Notes
1. Tangut readings given in this paper are the complex phonetic
transcriptions in Marc Miyake’s Tangut phonetic database
version 1.3.1 (http://www.amritas.com/Tangut/tangutdb-1-3-1.
xls). This is a system of phonetic transcription where ‘letters
and numbers symbolize phonetic distinctions but do not necessarily precisely represent them’ (Miyake, 2015). Final -q, -r
and -n are not consonants, but respectively indicate tension,
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2.
3.
4.

5.

retroflexion and nasalization of the preceding vowel. The
final apostrophe indicates an unknown phonetic quality. The
‘y’ represents a schwa [ə]. Initial numbers 1 and 2 represent
the tone (level and rising respectively), and final numbers 1
through 4 represent the four grades.
See http://pmgs.kongfz.com/special/534/ and http://www.
dbpm.cn/auction/detail.asp?cid=143.
IOM Tang. 24 (Inv. No. 2539). See Lǐ and Hán (2005) for a
comprehensive study of the Synonyms.
See IOM Tang. 22/1 (old Inv. No. 620, new Inv. No. 86) folio
4a–4b. The table of 36 initials is transcribed in Lǐ (2006:
33–35).
Tang. 334/248. See Endangered Archives Programme,
EAP140/1/60
(https://eap.bl.uk/archive-file/EAP140-1-60)
image 201. The cursive character for 𗍫 ‘two’ is part of the
original Tangut pagination number ‘62’ written on the right of
the first column of text on the recto side of sheet 51.
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